
 

 

Cat Hair! Not Very Nice!  

A person may love his cat to death, but not the cat’s hair, especially if it’s shed over him and all around 

his house. Shedding of the cat’s hair is reminiscent of the human process of growth of hair, but the cat 

doesn’t have access to a barbershop to go and leave the hair that falls off there only. The most likely 

scenario is that cat hair is in every room of your house in varying quantities. The number of times a cat 

sheds hair in a year depends on its surroundings. A domesticated cat will shed hair several times a year. 

You can use the Furminator deshedding tool for cats! The furminator deshedding tool for cats removes 

off the unwanted hair and rids you of the hassles caused by cat hair. Other reasons why should you go 

for a furminator deshedding tool for cats are:  

 Less Fur! 
The atmosphere of your home may be a detractor to the natural cycle of the shedding process of your 

cat. Varying and inconsistent degrees of heat and cool makes the cat feel confused and it just keeps 

shedding and shedding throughout the year. The Furminator deshedding tool for cats allows you to take 

off your cat’s hair, leaving an undercoat of natural and strong hair, which is less likely to fall off and 

spread round your house.  

 Cat’s Health 
The hair of the cat is a major determinant of its health. Old hair is prone to bringing with it diseases such 

as dandruff and hairballs. The furminator deshedding tool for cats makes the shedding like brushing 

your cat. You just have to act as if you are brushing your cat and the old hair falls off. The new hair 

underneath is much healthier and helps the cat stay healthy too. A sick feline in the house is dangerous, 

especially if you have children. 

 Convenience 
Your cat will shed hair in patches all around the house. You can bring your cat to one spot and shave its 

hair off using the furminator deshedding tool for cats. The hair will fall where you shed it and then it is 

easier to clean off than if it is scattered in portions all around the house. The blade of the furminator 

deshedding tool for cats is designed to not cause the cat any pain. The cat won’t even know you’re 

taking its hair off! 

You can purchase the Furminator deshedding tools for cats online from www.ussalonsupply.com. It is 

available in two varieties. You can choose according to your budget. Shedding of hair by your cat is a 

natural ongoing process. You cannot stop it, but by buying a furminator deshedding tool for cats now 

you certainly can control it. 

 

http://www.ussalonsupply.com/

